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BY SAM GOLOB 
MVS Tools & Tricks

CBT Tape Software
Packaging

I n this new world of the Web, I find
myself having to “hold down the fort”

regarding the “old world” of traditional
mainframe operating system software.
However, I find myself learning a lot from
watching how some of the new world
people operate — especially the open
source people. The inspiration for this
month’s column came from looking at
www.mozilla.org and reading their mission
statement. Even though Mozilla operates
in the world of Web browsers, and I oper-
ate in the “free mainframe software”
arena, both areas have much in common
and contain a lot of information from
which I can learn.

The world is constantly changing, yet
there are many things that remain the
same. Although over time you need con-
sistency, you also need the flexibility to
make improvements.

This applies to everyone, and is very true
with regard to your own working tech-
niques. Everyone eventually settles into a
pattern of techniques that they use.
However, not allowing for technical
improvements in your techniques will even-
tually lead to stagnation, and subsequently
your work will become inadequate. You do
not want the world to pass you by. Rather,
you must try to incorporate changes and
improvements from your previously estab-
lished and proven work patterns.

I, too, find this to be true. As the person
who incorporates new contributions into the
public CBT MVS Utilities Tape collection,
I find that I also have to establish a pattern
the public can understand and relate to.
However, I constantly have to try and
absorb new improvements into my meth-
ods. In a sense, as expressed by Mozilla’s
mission statement, I often have to be a
“benevolent dictator,” to establish packaging

standards for tape contributions, making the
material easier to install and understand.
The public will be the arbiter if I have done
my job well. As long as people can find the
material they want and install it easily, they
will not complain. However, I have to stay
a step ahead of them.

Today, I will talk a bit about how I create
and package the CBT Tape’s files. In a
sense, you will be looking over my shoulder
and watching me work.

So, what will you gain from this? First, I
would say a lot of good information. That is
why I feel this topic is worth exploring.
Many of the improvements to my own
techniques have come from looking over
someone else’s shoulder and saying, “Ah —
so that’s how you do that! Never thought of
that way before!” Second, you will also
learn some of my software packaging
techniques, which might help you to effi-
ciently and accurately transport software
from one place to another. A third thing you
will gain is a better way to un-package this
software. If you need some free software
that is on the CBT Tape collection, you will
better be able to obtain it, load it onto your
system, and get it ready to use. I do not
underestimate this last benefit, as a sizable
fraction of emails that I receive are from
people who are having problems installing
CBT Tape software.

STARTING FROM THE DOC

The CBT tape documentation file, File
001, is an FB-80 EBCDIC text file, whose
format was basically established by the
CBT Tape’s founder, Arnold Casinghino. I
currently maintain and edit the contents of
File 001.

Arnie originally created File 001, which
contains a great wealth of detail, advice,

facts, and program description. The current
File 001, now well over 45,000 lines long,
used to be a nightmare to maintain. Just
consider a 20,000-line segment of File 001,
which would need a one-line change. The
editing overhead used to be horrific,
especially since I like to save my edits in
the middle for safety’s sake.

I solved this problem by dealing with
File 001 as a partitioned dataset. This
sounds simple, but it is not. The idea is
that File 001 has to be broken into rather
small sections in a very standard and
reproducible way. Each of the sections
can be increased and changed, but they
all have to be put back together in their
original order to re-create the eventual
large sequential dataset, which consti-
tutes File 001 as we all know it, and as it
is distributed on the CBT Tape.

This has to go the other way, too. If I
am given the last tape’s File 001, I have to
be able to create the pds that I use to
maintain it. Additionally, I have to do it in
the same standard way, so even if (God
forbid) I lost my copy of my maintenance
software, I could still recreate the CBT
documentation pds.

My design consideration was to insert
IEBUPDTE-type ./ ADD NAME= cards
into a copy of the File 001 doc, so that the
member names in EBCDIC would all sort
in ascending order. I would run IEBUPDTE
against this to break the big doc file into pds
members. Therefore, the member list of the
pds would follow the actual order of the
pieces of documentation, as they are put
together in File 001. Then, it would be easy
to put the pieces of documentation, which
are already arranged in the proper order as
members of the pds, back into their proper
place when the entire sequential documen-
tation file is reconstructed.
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To carry out the design and the creation
of the pds, I wrote an Assembler language
program called CBTUPD, whose source
can be found on Files 004 and 006 of the
CBT Tape. The CBTUPD program exam-
ines every line in the large doc file and
compares it against a table of tell-tale text
strings, which delimit each section of the
doc, as Arnie and I created it. The table of
strings is preceded (in the CBTUPD
source code) by either the number 1, 2 or 3.
This tells CBTUPD to insert the appropriate
./ ADD NAME= card, with an appropriate
predetermined member name that is also
coded, in a corresponding table, either
one, two, or three lines before the line
containing that particular tell-tale doc
string. With that capability, the CBTUPD
program does a very neat job of dividing
up File 001 into nice looking, standard
named pds members.

I need to say another thing about the
CBT doc file. The last half of it contains
descriptions of the contents of each of the
600 files on the CBT Tape, whether they
are “empty” (i.e., contain a place holder
file), or whether they contain usable data.
The CBTUPD program constructs appro-
priate pds member names in its doc pds, to
label these “file contents” sections for
each tape file.

For example, that section of File 001
describing the contents of File 523, in the
CBT doc pds, is given a member name of
@FILE523. As part of my current file
packaging, besides using the @FILE523
member as a part of File 001, I also copy it
in as a member of the File 523 pds itself.
This practice forces me to coordinate the
internal documentation description of each
CBT Tape software contribution file, with
the File 001 overview description of that
same file. I have not done this yet for every
file on the CBT Tape, but I have done it for
almost all of the new contributions.

MOST OF THE CBT TAPE FILES
ARE FB-80 PDSES

I have tried to extend Arnie’s effort to
put each contribution file on the CBT
Tape into the most standard format possi-
ble. Since much of the material and tools
on the CBT Tape are distributed as
Assembler language source code, which
comes in 80-byte card-image files whose
data representation is EBCDIC, the actual
format of the files, as they exist on the

actual CBT Tape, is greatly affected by
this consideration.

Arnie and I have tried to get rid of as
many sequential files on the tape as possible
and make them into pds’es. The reason is
that the TAPEMAP program from File 299
of the CBT Tape can display all the pds
member names of tape files written in cer-
tain formats. The permissible formats
include IEBCOPY and IEBUPDTE SYSIN
format. Further, in 1979, a program was
written at Connecticut Bank and Trust
Company to compress FB-80 sequential
files to save tape space and to allow Arnie to
squeeze more files onto the (then) standard-
sized tape reels.

About 15 years ago, I also extended
TAPEMAP’s power to display the member
names in these compressed files. The
TAPEMAP program would not show
names for the sequential files on the CBT
Tape, but it would show member names in
all the pds files there, which are either in
IEBUPDTE format, in compressed
IEBUPDTE format, or in IEBCOPY for-
mat. Thus, if the CBT Tape files are
pds’es, you can find all occurrences of
member names you want by scanning a
TAPEMAP //SYSPRNT2 listing for the
member name. Therefore, you can deter-
mine in which tape files a program would
most likely be found, and that helps your
search effort.

TSO XMIT FORMAT MAKES
FB-80 PACKAGING EASIER

With the advent of TSO/E, as opposed to
the old MVS TSO of pre-1985 vintage,
IBM created a new TSO command for send-
ing data from one MVS system in an NJE
complex to another. This command is called
by its name, TRANSMIT, or by its alias,
XMIT. The corresponding command for
getting the data on the other end was called
RECEIVE. The TSO RECEIVE command
has no abbreviation or short form.

The plan for the XMIT command was
to send the MVS data across lines con-
trolled by either JES2, JES3, VM, or
VSE/POWER. In turn, those software sys-
tems are highly card-image (i.e., FB-80)
oriented. JES2, JES3, VM, and VSE/POWER
“like” 80-byte card image records, and
can handle them well.

Therefore, to carry out the plan, a means
was devised to use the XMIT command to
convert various types of mainframe data,

especially entire partitioned datasets, to FB-80
card-image sequential files that could be
transmitted error-free over JES-controlled
lines. On the other end, the RECEIVE com-
mand would re-create the original pds or
other data, on the receiving MVS system,
using the data’s original DCB attributes.

Practically speaking, there is an important
thing to know about the XMIT-RECEIVE
combination. If you are sending the data
across from one MVS system to another, its
format during transmission is unknown to
the users on either end. However, in reality,
the transmission format of the data is FB-80
sequential. It is just that neither user on
either end gets to see the data in its interme-
diate form. However, just in case the data
would not be directly and immediately sent
across a line, the TSO designers created a
way for us to get the data into its interme-
diate format by using the OUTDSN( )
keyword of the XMIT command. When
you code the XMIT command using the
OUTDSN(intermed.dataset.name) keyword,
the data is not transmitted across a line, but it is
written in its intermediate format, to an FB-80
sequential file on the creating MVS system.
That intermediate file can be transmitted via
the Internet or otherwise shipped to any MVS
system anywhere, and the RECEIVE com-
mand, using the INDS(intermed.dataset.name)
keyword on the destination system, can then
be used to re-create the original dataset with
its original DCB properties.

This is what we use in our CBT Tape file
packaging. Load module pds’es, for example,
can be converted to FB-80 sequential files
using XMIT with the OUTDSN( ) keyword,
and these can be included as members of
source pds’es on the CBT Tape, since they
are also FB-80 card-image files. Therefore,
instead of having to package two files for
source and load — the source in com-
pressed FB-80 IEBUPDTE SYSIN format,
and the load in IEBCOPY format — you
can put the load module library into an
XMIT-format FB-80 file and include it as a
member of the source pds. Then, the user of
the file can issue a RECEIVE INDS( ) com-
mand against that pds member to re-create
the original load library.

The same technique can be used to pack-
age source type files that are VB, or are FB
but not with LRECL=80. Just put them into
XMIT format using the OUTDSN( ) key-
word, make them a member of an FB-80
pds, and you have a uniform way to package
the varied types of files in one pds.
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TAPE FILES VS. WEB SITE FILES

Most of the files on the actual CBT Tape
are either in IEBUPDTE SYSIN format
FB-80 pds’es that have been compressed, or
they are in IEBCOPY format on the tape.
However, on the CBT Tape Web site, these
same files are distributed in pkzip’ed TSO
XMIT format. Pkzip’ed file format takes
much less room on the Web server disks,
and those files are also smaller than the
corresponding tape files, so they can be
downloaded over the Internet more quickly.
In today’s discussion, it does not pay to
dwell on these differences, except to say
that very few sites have a un-zip program on
their MVS system, so we must use MVS-
oriented methods when real tapes are
involved. Suffice it to say, packaged either
way, the usual resulting file on the destination
MVS system will probably be a pds or an
EBCDIC sequential file.

VERSIONING THE CBT
TAPE FILES

I recently created a CLIST called GEN-
DAT (found on File 006), which will create
a “time-stamp and stats” member for each
new CBT Tape file. This member is always
named $$$#DATE. A sample is shown in

Figure 1. In between releases of the CBT
Tape versions, I update or add CBT Tape
files to the “Updates” page of the CBT Tape
Web site. I might update a file more than a
dozen times in between CBT Tape version
cuts. Therefore, if you have downloaded a
file from the www.cbttape.org Updates
page, you will want to know which version
you have. This $$$#DATE member tells
you. I now run the GENDAT CLIST against
every new file version I distribute on the
Web site or on the actual CBT Tape.

I hope that by now you understand a little
more about the CBT Tape file packaging.
Unfortunately, I do not have the space to
describe more of my techniques. However,
when you are downloading a CBT Tape file
and trying to install its contents, I hope that

the tips I have mentioned here will help you
out. I hope to see you next month.  

NaSPA member Sam Golob is a senior systems
programmer. He also participates in library
tours and book signings with his wife, author
Courtney Taylor. Sam can be contacted at
sbgolob@attglobal.net. The Online CBT Tape
Web site can be accessed from the “Members
Only” section of the NaSPA Web site at
www.naspa.com.

This member was created by the GENDAT CLIST from File 006.

REGULAR CBT TAPE - VERSION 443    FILE:  548

ORIGINAL DSNAME: SBGOLOB.CBT443.FILE548
— — — — — — — —

—RECFM-LRECL-BLKSIZE-DSORG
FB 80 5600    PO

PDS117I 8 MEMBERS COUNTED; CUMULATIVE SIZE IS 852 RECORDS

TIME THIS PDS WAS SHIPPED:   02/15/02    09:35:08    GMT-5:00

FIGURE 1: A SAMPLE $$$$DATE MEMBER OF A CBT TAPE FILE 


